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TYPE SPEC BOOK
The ass ignment required the development of  a  mult ipage Type Spec Book that  featured a chosen 
typeface.  The project  involved the use of  type;  not  just  a  tool  for  express ing wr i tten information but as 
a st rong graphic element. Addit ional ly, the designs ut i l ized a st rong v isual  concept to keep the reader 
enterta ined and engaged.

The booklets  include var iat ions of  the typeface and appl icat ions in di fferent  font  s izes.
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Sculptures and Punch-cutters: A Type Specimen Book for Garamond
by Jan Mecca A. Roño

October, 2015

Garamond Font Family is an old-style serif  typeface named after Claude 
Garamond who specialized in punch-cutting and type-designing in the 
sixteenth century. Garamond fonts have become renowned for their 

classical elegance and excellent readability. justified center align, 13pt/19pt

“Venus de Milo”
italic, 30pt 

a marble statue sculpted by 
Alexandros of  Atrioch 
between 130-100 BCE. 

Displayed in the Louvre 
Museum, Paris, France. align left, 

regular, 14pt/19pt 

“David”
italic, 49pt 

a masterpiece created by
Michelangelo between 

1501-1504. Displayed in the 
Galleria dell’ Accademia, 

Florence, Italy. 
align right, regular, 14pt/22pt 

“Psyche Revived by Cupid’s Kiss”
italic, 23pt 

a major work by 18th-century 
sculptor Antonio Canova. Displayed 

in the Musée de Louvre, Paris, 
France. align center, 
regular, 12pt/17pt 
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punch-cutter
type-founder

type designer
publisher

born c.1480-d.1561

Paris, France
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